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Birth-and-death is a great concern
Life flows quickly by
Time waits for no man
Be vigilant, seize the day!
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Think Neither Good nor Evil

COMMENTARY ON "THINK NEITHER GOOD NOR EVIL," CASE NO. 23 OF THE MUMONKAN,GIVEN
BY ROSHI KAPLEAU AT A 7-DAY SESSHIN

TheCase:
The Sixth Patriarch was pursued by Monk Myo up to Daiyurei. The Patriarch,
seeing Myo coming, laid the robe and the bowl on a rock and said, "The robe
and bowl symbolize the faith; are they to be fought for? I allow you to take
them away." Myo tried to lift them, but they were as immovable as a mountain.
Hesitating and trembling, Myo said, "I have come for the Dharma, not for the
robe. I beg you to teach your servant!" The Sixth Patriarch said, "When you
were pursuing me and were not thinking'of good or evil but only of obtaining
the treasure, where was your Original-self?" At this, Myo was all at once enlightened. His whole body was dripping with sweat. With tears flowing he
made obeisance and asked, "Besides the secret words and meanings, is there
anything else deeper still?" The Patriarch said, "What I have just told you
is not secret. You have realized your True-self, and what is secret is in
you yourself." Myo said, "When I was at Obai together with the other monks,
I did not awaken to my True-self. Thanks to your instruction, whi~h is to the
point, I am like one who has drunk water and actually experienced himself
whether it is cold or warm. You are my master!" The Patriarch said, "We both
have Obai for our teacher; hold fast to what you have learned from him."

The Commentary:
Of the Sixth Patriarch it has to be said that in an emergency he did something
extraordinary. He has a grandmotherly kindness; it is as if he had peeled a
fresh lichi, removed its seed, and then put it into your mouth so that you
need only swallow it.

The Verse:
You describe it in vain, you picture it to no avail;
You can never praise it fully: stop all your groping
and maneuvering.
There is nowhere to hide your True-self.
When the universe is annihilated, "it" remains,
indestructible.
Opposite page: The body of the Sixth Patriarch (died 713) in his monastery at Ts'ao Ch'i,
from the book Ch' an and Zen Teaching published by Rider & Company, London,

England.
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Hui-n8ng's Enlightenment
Hui-neng, the Sixth Patriarch (Rokuso-daishi in Japanese), is one of the
great masters in the history of Zen. Almost single-handedly he stripped from
Buddhism its Indian cloak of otherworldliness and emphasis on sutra reading
and doctrinal study which had characterized it in China up to his time, thus
laying the foundation for what we now know as Zen Buddhism. The episode of
this koan is found in the Platform Sutra, which is a record of the life and
teachings of master Hui-neng. This sutra, by the way, is one of the only two
in the entire Buddhist canon which do not revolve around the life and teachings of the Buddha, the other being the Vimalakirti Sutra.
Hui-neng was born in the year 638 and entered his nirvana some 75 years later;
he was, then, a product of the T'ang, the golden age of Zen. It is recorded
that he lost his father in childhood and was brought up by his mother in extreme poverty; and since at an early age he had to work to support his widowed
mother, he could not go to school and never learned to read and write. Many
would regard such deprivations as tragic, but the self-introspection and selfreliance they fostered in the child undoubtedly played a large part in bringing about his enlightenment, which came under circumstances that are unique in
the history of Zen.
One day a customer bought some firewood from young Hui-neng and asked him to
carry it to his shop. After he had delivered the wood, received his money and
left, he saw a monk standing outside reciting a sutra at the door. As soon as
he heard the words his mind was awakened. He thereupon asked the monk what he
had recited and was told it was the Diamond Sutra. Hui-neng was 17 or 18 at
the time, and so far as is known he had never sat in zazen up to that time.

Zazen and Awakening
At this point some of you may be asking yourselves, "If it is possible to gain
enlightenment without sitting in zazen, why then should I go to sesshin and
endure the discomfort it entails?" If that is what you are thinking, I can
sympathize with you. Many years ago when I was training in a Zen monastery in
Japan, constantly bewailing the bad karma that led me there and feeling the
pressure of Japanese friends in Kyoto to quit the austere rigors of the Zen
monastery, I put this same question to my teacher. This is what he told me:
"In the whole history of Zen going back to the Buddha himself this is the only
recorded instance where an outstanding Zen figure has gained genuine enlightenment without previous zazen. Undoubtedly Hui-neng in a previous lifetime had
so ardently disciplined himself in spiritual practice that his mind, when he
came into this existence, was uncommonly pure. This,plus the fact that he had
lost his father when young and had to support his mother as a boy (all of
which no doubt led him to question the meaning of birth and death at an early
age) brought about his awakening in the manner it did. His was a unique karma.
Most people, lacking his purity of mind and intense self-questioning, need to
do zazen tirelessly to open fully their Mind's eye."
But to go on with Hui-neng's life story. From this same monk he found out
about the Fifth Patriarch, who was teaching in Obai Mountain, and went to see
him. After thirty days of hard travel he finally reached the mountain temple
6
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of the Fifth Patriarch, who when he saw Hui-neng asked, "Where do you come
from and what do you want?" This question is like putting a stick in water to
determine its depth. Hui-neng replied, "I, your humble disciple, am a commoner from the south and I have come a long way to pay my respects to the venerable master with no other aim than to become a Buddha." To this the master
retorted, "How can you, a barbarian from the south, ever become a Buddha?"
Savor young Hui-neng's forthright response: "Although men can be classified
as northerners or southerners, the Buddha-nature knows of no south or north.
The body of a barbarian may be different from the body of a monk, but what
difference can there be from the standpoint of Buddha-nature?" 1
In other words, Buddha-nature is our common birthright. Confirmation of this
comes from the highest source, the Buddha himself. On the occasion of his
great enlightenment you remember he cried out, "Wonder of wonders! All living
beings are inherently Buddhas, endowed with wisdom and virtue, but because
men's minds have become inverted through delusive thinking they fail to perceive this."
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Great Doubt
Let me ask each of you: Do you truly believe the Buddha was not mistaken when
he said this? Do you have the firm conviction that whether you are physically
strong or weak, mentally keen or dull, well-educated or not even high school
graduated, you have the same all-embracing, nothing-lacking Buddha-nature and
can with pure aspiration and strong determination awaken to it - even at this
sesshin? Furthermore, can you honestly say you have struggled with the
"doubt mass," i.e., tried to resolve the contradiction between the Buddha's
pronouncement that we are all inherently flawless and the evidence of your
senses, which tells you just the opposite, namely that there is only imperfection and conflict? For unless your response to these questions is in the
affirmative, you won't open your Mind's eye no matter how many sesshins you
attend or how often you do zazen. All you will gain is a certain calmness of
body and clarity of mind. And while these are not to be dismissed as inconsequential, they do not constitute enlightenment. The aim of Zen training is
awakening, not serenity or bliss or high-energy states, which are only byproducts. To awaken, what is most essential is a questioning mind. Have not
the ancient Zen masters repeatedly said, "Where there is great questioning
there is great enlightenment, where there is little questioning there is little
enlightenment, no questioning, no enlightenment?"

Faith and Disillusion
The Fifth Patriarch's exchange with Hui-neng continues. "Do not speak any
more," said the master. "Go work in the rice-pounding area back of the monastery until I call for you."
For eight months the master left Hui-neng alone. Eight months, mind you! How
many of you could go to a Zen monastery or center and be ignored by the master
for eight months without becoming chagrined and leaving in disgust? That
1

English translation by John C. H. Wu in THE GOLDEN AGE OF ZEN .
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Hui-neng remained in spite of this treatment is the measure of his strong
faith - in his teacher and in his own Buddha-nature.
There is another exchange between the Fifth Patriarch and Hui-neng which I
must comment upon in case you read it somewhere and, not understanding all its
implications, become disillusioned, saying, "I am through with Zen forever!"
One day the master went to the rice-pounding area where Hui-neng was working
and told him, "In my heart I approved of the views which you expressed when I
spoke with you. But because certain wicked elements here might be jealous and
attempt to harm you, I have refrained from speaking further to you. Are you
aware of this?" To which Hui-neng replied, "I, your humble disciple, realize
this and that is why I have not ventured to come to the main hall, so as not
to give rise to any suspicions about what had happened between us." 1
Doesn't this strike you as weird? Here are Buddhist monks training to become
wise and compassionate, yet some of them evidently harbor feelings of jealousy
and envy and are even capable of violence towards a fellow follower of the
Buddha's Way. It would not surprise me at all if one or two of you thought,
"How good is Zen enlightenment and training if it does not grind away such
base emotions as jealousy and envy? Why should I covet an enlightenment which
appears to be barren of even elementary compassion and concern? If that is
what satori does for one, I don't want it!" But of course you do want it, or
you wouldn't be here listening to me.
When such skepticism arises, it can only mean that your faith is weak and your
aspiration shallow. For if you were yearning for liberation with all your
heart and soul, could your mind focus on anything else but Mu or Who am I? or
counting or following the breath or shikan-taza or whatever your practice is?
You would be like a plant which turns to the sun for no other reason than that
it cannot do otherwise. How then could disillusionment arise?
Or it could mean that the motives which led you to take up the practice of
zazen are still impure. I say "still," because of those who take up Zen
training as many as 80 percent begin with the impure desire of wanting to get
something for themselves and not to give up. For example, they want only~
relaxed and peaceful mind, or want to clear up mental confusions, or want to
become more alert and aware. "What's wrong with that?" you may be wondering.
As a beginning, nothing - it is even commendable. But so long as you want
something from zazen and are not yet ready to give up - your hopes, your ideas,
your ambitions, your opinions, your egotistic desires - your practice is still
impure, still deficient. Do you recall the response of the Zen master who was
asked by a questioner, "What is it you have in you that makes you so calm and
self-assured?" "What is it you have in you that makes you so uneasy and disheartened?" replied the master. One who has nothing in him is always happy,
while one who harbors many desires and thoughts about himself is never free of
disquiet.
11
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If you are still bothered by the question, "How can people seriously training
in Zen under a competent teacher harbor such negative emotions as resentment
and envy?" and can't stop thinking about it, consider this: In every Zen
Center or monastery there are people from diverse backgrounds in various stages
of development: i.e., rank beginners with heavy karma to expiate, first sons
of temple priests who are in the monastery not because they wish to resolve
the burning questions "Who am I? Why was I born and why must I die?" but because they must for a period of three years train in a Zen monastery (according
to the rules of the Zen sect in Japan) if they wish to inherit their father's
temple one day, arrl a bewildered few seeking relief from an intolerable life
situation. The awakened and evolved ones, those who have finished their training under a teacher, usually leave to become heads of centers or temples
(unless they are headmonks or have a more or less permanent supervisory position). A Zen training center, remember, is only a half-way house and not a
permanent stopping place. Though you find many there who are hardly panting
for liberation, if they seriously train for, say, three years and open the i r
Mind's eye even faintly, a miraculous transformation takes place: the weak
and timid become strong and self-reliant; the confused, clear-headed; the
noisy, quiet; the coarse, gentler; the negligent, more mindful; the selfindulgent, less selfish; the rigid and up-tight, more flexible and flowing;
and the estranged, more loving. A few become eve n Buddha-like.

Transmission of lhe Dharma
But I am digressing. The rest of Hui-neng's story must be familiar to all of
you: how the Fifth Patriarch, when he felt the time for transmitting the
Dharma had come, summoned all his disciples and asked each of them to call
upon the Prajna wisdom of their own mind and compose a gatha for him, saying
that he who understands the essential truth will inherit the robe and the
Dharma as the Sixth Patriarch. The headmonk submitted his gatha:
"Body is the tree of bodhi,
The mind is the stand of a mirror bright.
Wipe it constantly, and with ever watchful diligence
Keep it uncontaminated by worldly dust."
When Hui-neng heard this gatha recited by a young monk in the rice-pounding
area, he knew that its author had not yet perceived his Self-nature. Later he
asked this same monk to write down for him his own gatha:
"Fundamentally no bodhi-tree exists
Nor the stand of a mirror bright.
Since all is voidness from the beginning
Where can the dust alight?"
When the Fifth Patriarch saw it and learned who had composed it, he went to
the rice-pounding area and conveyed to Hui-neng that he wanted him to come to
his quarters in the dead of the night so that he would not be seen by the
others. When they were face to face the Fifth Patriarch, after giving Hui-neng
further instructions, transmitted to him the robe and bowl, saying, "You are
now the Sixth Patriarch." And because the Fifth Patr:i.arch knew the monks
9

would never stand for having this 23-year-old layman picked as the master's
successor, he sent the new Patriarch off to his native place in the utmost
secrecy, telling him to live a hidden life for a period of time before entering upon his public life as the Sixth Patriarch, so as to mature his enlightenment. He also told him that since the transmission of the robe might easily
become a source of contention in the future, there were to be no more transmissions of the robe after him and that hereafter it was to be a purely spiritual transmission from mind to mind. And then the Fifth Patriarch accompanied
the new Patriarch as they ferried across the river to the other shore, where
they parted, never to see each other again.
The present koan revolves around this incident of Hui-neng's departure from
the monastery carrying with him the robe and bowl. Now, even though the old
Patriarch had taken every precaution to keep from the monks the fact that he
had transmitted the Patriarchate to Hui-neng, it quickly became known that
Hui-neng was departing with the robe and bowl as the Sixth Patriarch. The
succeeding events are related in the koan:
Pursuit of lhe Dharma
"The Sixth Patriarch was pursued by monk Myo to Daiyurei." This Myo, it appears, was a somewhat rough and impulsive man who had been a general before he
became a monk, and very likely for this reason was picked by a small coterie
of outraged monks to retrieve the robe and bowl. But it would be a mistake to
think of Myo as a villainous, unholy monk. Rather, he should be looked upon
as a zealous defender of the Dharma, to which he was overly attached. To the
middle-aged, simple-minded Myo, and the others as well, it was inconceivable
that the precious Dharma, which the. robe and bowl symbolize, could be entrusted
to the tender care of a 23-year-old who was a mere layman, and a rustic to
boot. Such concern, misguided though it was, in itself shows that monk Myo
was a sincere and ardent follower of the Buddha's Way.
"The Patriarch, seeing Myo coming, laid the robe and the bowl on a rock and
said, 'This robe and bowl symbolize the faith; are they to be fought for? I
allow you to take them away.'" To get a handle on this koan you must first
see why this statement by the Sixth Patriarch is not an attempt on his part to
avoid violence between them but is more of a challenge to Myo. For what reason the challenge? This is the first barrier of the koan.
"Myo tried to lift them, but they were as immovable as a mountain." If you
believe the reason for his failure to budge them is that he suddenly realized
the enormity of the act he was about to perpetrate and being seized with feelings of remorse and guilt became paralyzed - if this is what you think, you
have not yet transcended the limited awareness of your six senses. Do not
underrate the power of the Dharma or of the Sixth Patriarch who embodies it!
"Hesitating and trembling, Myo said, 'I have come for the Dharma, not for the
robe. I beg you to teach your servant!"' Unless you grasp the urgency beyond
these words and sense the desperate mind-state of Myo, the koan will seem to
10
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The Koan resumes: "The Sixth Patriarch said, 'When you wer.e pursuing me and
not thinking of good or evil but only of obtaining the treasure, where was
your Original-nature?'" Here we come to the crux of the koan. In the dokusan
room you must demonstrate your understanding of this passage and not simply
verbalize about it. You can do this only if you put yourself into the shoes
and mind of monk Myo.
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you no more than a charming Asian fable about the would-be larceny of some insignificant religious objects - "much ado about nothing" - and the circumstances of Myo's enlightenment will appear a great mystery. Savor especially
the supplication, "I beg you to teach your servant!" for it reveals the sudden
change of heart, the conversion if you like, that had suddenly taken place in
Myo upon his hearing the Patriarch's words. Without the egolessness which
this cry for help expresses, Myo's awakening could not have taken place. Was
it not William James who said, "All religion begins with the cry 'Help!'" In
THE THREE PILLARS OF ZEN one of the enlightenment accounts contains this passage: "' I am dying, ' I sobbed. 'I have killed all my gods. I have no key to
resurrection. I am totally alone.' Stark fear and utter despair possessed me
and I lay on the floor for I don't know how long until from the pit of my
abdomen a cry came forth, 'If there is any being in the entire earth who cares
whether I live or die, help me, oh help me!'" This state of mind is the precondition of satori.

"Not thirucing of good and evil" means not making the kind of gratuitous judgments and evaluations which erect a wall between you and others and which
divide the world into the familiar "here with me" and the alien "out there
with you." Zen teaches that things are not good or bad but good and bad, or
rather, beyond good and bad, i.e., neither good nor evil. Original-nature is
your Fundamental-aspect before your mother gave birth to you. In the words of
Zen master Bassui, "It is the True-nature of all sentient beings, that which
existed before our own birth, and which presently exists, unchangeable and
eternal ••. When we are born it is not newly created and when we die it does not
pass away. It has no distinction of male or female nor has it any coloration
of good or bad ••• "

Great Darkness, Great Light
The Sixth Patriarch, young though he was, must have perceived that Myo was a
man driven by a deep angst for Self-realization - otherwise why would this
general-turned-monk have persevered in the long chase - some accounts say more
than 100 miles? Obviously Myo was propelled by a despair and dissatisfaction
with his former life that led him to Zen in the first place, and by his deep
desire to see into his immaculate, pain-free True-nature. Just picture Myo
with his hands vigorously pumping up and down, his eyes staring intently, and
panting away as he pursues· the Sixth Patriarch, first relentlessly, then doggedly, and finally no-mindedly until he catches up with him. Unless in your
own striving you yourself have experienced that "dark night of the soul" in
which you have passionately struggled with a koan or other spiritual problem
as the sweat, tears and blood - yes, even blood - flowed, you won't be able to
enter into the heart of the tormented Myo. This heart-mind, now purged of
greed and self-seeking, had become a clean slate. Perceiving this in a flash,
11

the master unerringly delivered the coup de grace with his timely words, uttered
as only he could utter them. They must have struck Myo like a demolishing
clap of thunder. Myo's extremity had become the Patriarch's opportunity.
Now tell me, where was Myo's Original-nature at that moment?
where is your Original-nature right now? Respond at once!

For that matter,

"At this, Myo was all at once enlightened; his whole body was covered with
sweat. With tears flowing he made obeisance and asked, 'Besides the secret
words and meanings, is there anything else deeper still?'" Myo's tears were
tears of relief and gratitude; his unthinking prostration before the master a
profound gesture of thanks-giving. Genuine though Myo's enlightenment undoubtedly was, it fell short of total liberation - traces of ego still remained else why should he ask, "Is there anything further still?" But the question
is understandable. Awakening, and with it the realization that one does not
acquire anything he did not already have, is so simple and obvious that it is
only natural to feel there must be something further still. And of course
enlightenment is capable of endless enlargement. "Secret" means familiar or
intimate. Enlightenment evokes the strongest feeling of intimacy. If you
have ever been estranged from a wife or husband or child or a brother or a
sister or an old friend, you know the joy of the intimacy of re-union. Realization of Buddha-nature is realization of one's kinship with all forms of
life. These feelings are beyond words. Even between intimates they cannot and indeed need not - be articulated. If there is a secret involved it is an
open secret, known by everyone in their heart of hearts but forgotten or lost
sight of in the hurly-burly of ego-dominated thinking and feeling. Once a
Japanese friend told me that when two intimate friends who have not seen each
other for a long time meet there are long silences in their conversation.
When asked why this is so he replied, "To give their hearts a chance to entwine."
"Thanks to your instruction I am like one who has drunk water and actually
experienced himself whether it is cold or warm." Zen emphasizes experience,
tasting. If one picture is worth 100 words, one taste is worth 1000 pictures.
Can anyone describe the taste of honey? It is the same with awakening. Observe too the master's loyalty to his teacher, the Fifth Patriarch: "We both
have ~bai as our teacher. Be grateful for what you have learned from him."
What he is really saying is, "Be grateful for his having taught you that there
is nothing to learn - wisdom is inherently ours - and therefore nothing to
strive for. So why all this mental huffing and puffing, all this anxiety and
fear?" A teacher can't bestow satori - who gives what to whom? He is rather
like a midwife: when the baby is ready to be delivered she assists in delivering it. How many women would dispense with a midwife or doctor when they
are pregnant? So teachers are essential, as this koan amply demonstrates.
Commentary

Now Mumon's c001111ent: "Of the Sixth patriarch it has to be said that in an
emergency he did something extraordinary." This seems to imply that the
Patriarch, suddenly confronted with Myo's threatening presence and then his
quick change of heart, was at a loss to know what to do and struck out blindly
12
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with the words "When you were pursuing me and not thinking of good or evil,
where was your True-nature?" Murnan appears to be criticizing the Patriarch,
but actually he is praising him for his quick-wittedness, though he does it
of course in his usual tongue-in-cheek manner.
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In the Platform sutra, previously quoted, there is a somewhat different version of this koan: "Eno [the Sixth Patriarch] said to Myo, 'Allow no thoughts
to arise in your mind and I'll preach to you.' After Myo had done zazen for a
long time Eno said, 'Do not think this is good, '" etc. Observe the words
"After Myo had done zazen for a long time," ••• for they are most important.
Whether Myo's predisposing mind-state was induced by sitting zazen, as indicated in the second version, or brought about by running zazen, as implied in the
koan proper, the essential precondition of satori, a "clean-slate" mind, was
present.
To continue: "He has a grandmotherly kindness; it is as if he had peeled a
fresh lichi, removed its seed and then put it into your mouth so that you need
only swallow it." Grandmotherly kindness refers to excessive or unnecessary
kindness. Murnan appears to be putting down the Sixth Patriarch for his gentle
manner and excessive talk, for doing more than needed to be done. But actually he is praising by condemning. After all, since Myo did become enlightened
through what the Patriarch said and did, how can the Sixth Patriarch be faulted? At the same time Murnan is admonishing his readers, "The Sixth Patriarch's
words and manner were effective in this instance, true, but don't think that
full awakening is attained easily; it demands years of dedicated zazen, of
sustained effort." Mumon's own enlightenment, with the koan Mu, came after
six years of persistent zazen.
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Beyond Words and Grasping
Finally Mumon's verse:
"You describe it in vain, you picture it to no avail." While it is true
that the spoken word when it comes from the hara has the power to shake and
move us in a way impossible for the devitalized written word, still all words,
concepts, and imaginings are at best only sketches conveying a bare outline of
that infinitely extensible "it." Makyo - i.e., hallucinations and fantasies are also pictures, so don't cling to them simply because they afford you relief from the tedium of concentrated, objectless zazen. And don't attach
yourself to names and forms. True-nature, Buddha-nature, Mind - these are but
tentative designations for that which cannot be named, weighed or measured formless yet informing everything.
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"You can never praise it fully: stop all your groping and maneuvering."
Nothing equals this Formless-self, so why look for anything else, which is
bound to be unsatisfying, Mumon is implying. Stop flirting with the seductress Astrology and playing around with the harlot Tarot or chasing after
other vain pleasures. Likewise, don't spin about from teacher to teacher,
like a weathervane turning in the direction of every fresh wind. All this
fumbling and searching will never bring you to realization of your Truenature.
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"There is. nowhere to hide your True-self." It stands revealed everywhere,
right under your nose - no, it is your very nose. To hide, your True-self
would have to stand outside every conceivable universe. How is this possible
when the substratum of all phenomena, all universes, is nothing less than this
True-self?

Trai

"When the universe is annihilated, 'it' remains, indestructible." Your Trueself can't be destroyed for the very reason that it is destruction itself.
Never having been born it can never die. Yet it is the creative force behind
every single thing.
P.K.
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Training Programs at the Zen Center
=

is

At the beginning of one training program a participant asked: "What does it
really mean to be a Zen Buddhist?" In the past year over one hundred people
(Zen aspirants), with more or less this same basic question, have come to the
Zen Center to participate in the one month training programs. Men and women
of all ages and backgrounds from all over the U.S. and Canada as well as from
Europe, Mexico and Latin America have come for Zen training. Each person
uniquely different, yet fundamentally the same - and all with the basic need
to "know" this sameness.
Entering a Zen training program is indeed a unique opportunity to develop and
strengthen one's Zen practice; for it is only through daily practice and continual training that our Zen life (true-life) can be sustained. Harada-Roshi
once said, "Zen practice is like walking a road to infinity." Indeed, there
is no beginning or end to the "road" of Zen training. Thus, as well as "new"
members, many senior members of the Center have joined training programs anc
found them a great lift and spur to practice.
Trainees follow the regular schedule of the staff at the Rochester Center;
early morning zazen and chanting service followed by hatha yoga and breakfast,
a full work day and evening zazen. Included are special instruction in zazen
and chanting, participation in various ceremonies, free time to meet informally with Sangha members and plenty of time to do extra zazen.
15

At the end of each training program the Roshi, staff and trainees have a small
get-together. Inevitably the trainees, either by preparing food or providing
entertainment, use this time to express their gratitude for the opportunity to
practice in this special way. And yet, reciprocally, their very effort,
through the ups and the downs, is that which inspires and sustains the efforts
of the staff and Sangha, and in turn sustains the Dharma for all beings.
With the trainees we all share the same pain, the same joy, the same tears,
the same laughter ... and, as for the question, "What does it really mean to be
a Zen Buddhist?" Just this.

D.G.

The following articles were written by three members who have participated in
one-month training programs at various times during the past year:
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A Discovery of Practical Zen
As I approached Rochester on the New York State Thruway one bright morning
last April the Canadian geese were migrating north overhead by the hundreds,
and the sight and sound of them intensified the excitement I felt at the prosspect of a month of training at the Zen Center. I was not a member of the center, but I had been doing zazen on my own for brief periods on a fairly regular daily basis for about a year and a half. Some years prior to that I had
ceased regular involvement in the Protestant Christian Church in which I had
been raised, because I found that traditional prayer and worship services, intensive theological education and social action by themselves were unable to
provide me with the kind of direct experience of spiritual truth that I sought.
I had come to realize that what was needed was a method of personal growth and
liberation, but I could not find such a method in the churches and divinity
schools with which I was familiar. Further exploration led me to recognize
that Western methods of psychotherapy and psychoanalysis can in some cases be
helpful in this regard, but my own deeper instincts and aspirations led me
beyond the naturalistic and humanistic presuppositions and goals of most western psychology. As a result my interest in the teachings and major personalities of Eastern and Western religion remained strong despite my loss of interest in much traditional American religion. I went on to graduate training
in philosophy and religion and eventually became a teacher in a college religion department. However, the research and rational analysis involved in my
professional work was, of course, no substitute for a vital personal religious
life. Having been intellectually fascinated with Zen for several years, I finally began doing zazen after discovering the necessary practical information
in The Three Pillars of Zen. Zazen promised to be the method of direct experience I was after. However, being skeptical and cautious from past experience,
I hesitated to commit myself fully to Zen. Time passed and then something inside told me that the season to move had come. Indeed it was already late.
I would join a training program at the Zen Center and find out if the Center
really was the right place for me to look for spiritual guidance.
Trainees are fully involved in the rhythm of daily life at the Zen Center and
as a result the training program provided me with the further understanding of
the Center that I wanted. It is probably the best way to get to know the
16
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Roshi and his approach as a teacher. Even if the Roshi is not there, the architecture, organization and life of the Center are first and foremost an expression of his personality and of the Zen tradition of which he is a part.
The training program was also a great help to me in forming a correct understanding of what constitutes serious Zen practice and in beginning to form
the habits necessary to such practice. For the first time I experienced, as
opposed to read about, what it means to practice Zen, not only during periods
of formal zazen, but all through the day.
This leads me to mention what has especially impressed me about the Zen Center
as a religious community, and that is the seriousness of spiritual purpose that
characterizes its life. This seriousness of purpose grows out of a very real
and vital faith and intense spiritual aspiration, and it manifests itself in
the rigorous discipline that governs the daily routine at the Center. For
thousands of years saints and wise men in both the East and the West have
taught that the most fundamental human problem of man can only be resolved by
a radical transformation of the mind and will of the individual, and that only
a tough spiritual discipline can effect this transformation, curing man of the
ignorance that is the deepest cause of human suffering and social injustice.
At the Zen Center one finds such a way - a way that has been tested and refined over hundreds of years, and that is practiced with real spirit. The
discipline involved in the method of Zen might seem demanding for the liking
of anyone who is not fairly serious about the religious quest, but for anyone
who is, it is refreshing and exciting to discover for the first time.
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Glad as I was to be introduced to life
at the Zen Center, it was not always
easy to adjust to. It did not take
long to get used to rising at 5:30 a.m.
and doing an hour and twenty minutes of
zazen and chanting, followed by an
hour of yoga before the morning meal.
Another two-hour period of formal zazen
is usually scheduled in the evening.
I found the yoga particularly helpful
and increasingly came to realize the
close interconnection between the condition of the mind and that of the body.
In Zen the body and mind are not viewed
as two utterly distinct entities, and
reference is frequently made to the bodymind. Meals in the Zen center are eaten
in silence and quickly. That is not
the way most of us Americans eat, and
it takes some getting used to. However,
after a while I began to get the point. Meals are to be eaten with the same
singlemindedness with which a Zen trainee performs any activity whether it be
zazen, washing the dishes or reading a book. The mind that tries to do several things at once loses touch with its own unifying center and dissipates its
energy. In general, idle conversation is discouraged at the Center because
silence contributes to the taut atmosphere that is most conducive to a con-

.,
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centrated mind and the practice of zazen.
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The most difficult part of the Center routine for me to adjust to was the
meatless diet, absence of an evening meal and weekly day of fast. Even though
the food is good and constitutes, as far as I know, a well-balanced diet, by
the third and fourth weeks I was beginning to feel quite weak in the knees.
By the end of the program I had lost ten pounds, and I realized that having
eaten meat for thirty-nine years I was going to have to phase meat out of my
diet slowly in order to give my system a chance to learn how to digest protein
in new forms.
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To deny oneself the benefit of some material comfort for the sake of realizing
some higher value, even to the point of experiencing considerable physical
pain, purifies and strengthens the mind and will. I came to realize this more
clearly as I experienced the days of fasting and as I struggled from time to
time with pain in my legs during longer periods of zazen. The day of fasting
was instituted as a way for Center members to develop a stronger identification with the starving peoples in our world, and the money saved by the Center
during the fast is contributed to food programs for the hungry.
Training at the Zen Center provides endless opportunities for a person to become more aware of those egoisms small and great, those "blind passions we vow
to uproot," which, when they control our behavior, produce in the end suffering rather than joy and peace. The fasting and restrictions surrounding eating bring to the surface quickly any irrational anxieties about getting enough
to eat and any tendency to be greedy. The constant reminders not to waste
anything make us aware of that ego-centeredness which keeps us blind to the
absolute value in all those seemingly unimportant things we use everyday and
take for granted. When our work or behavior is criticized by a staff member
we are easily tempted to defend ourselves or to resent the comment out of false
pride, rather than to let go of such ego-centeredness, adopting an attitude of
open readiness to be instructed. I felt somewhat uncomfortable and foolish
when I was sent out on a Center "takahatsu" with a burlap bag around my shoulder and a stick in hand to pick up trash on the streets of Rochester. However,
I had to ask myself: Is it really so foolish to pick up trash? Is not my discomfort largely due to an exaggerated fear of appearing foolish or lowly in
other people's eyes?
During normal working hours trainees work along with the other members of the
Center at a variety of projects. I enjoyed getting a good bit of physical
exercise and I learned some useful things about carpentry, but working at the
Zen Center is properly viewed basically as an opportunity to learn how to practice singlemindedness in the midst of everyday activity. I found it rather
easy to lose myself in jobs that I naturally enjoyed, but very difficult when
I was tired or the work did not readily interest me. However, the work experience starts you disciplining yourself to develop right habits of work.
My experience at the Zen Center also unexpectedly opened up for me anew and

gave me fresh insight into the meaning and value of ritual acts of devotion
and religious ceremonies engaging the whole person, body as well as mind and
heart. There are several reasons why this happened. For a number of years I
18
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have been searching for a way to give fuller and more adequate expression to
what can best be described as a faith in, and a feeling of reverence for, that
divine and sacred something at the center of things and a yearning for a fuller personal realization of it. In zazen I found a method that promised to
satisfy this yearning. As my practice slowly began to deepen I found an emotion of gratitude develop - gratitude to those teachers from Shakyamuni Buddha
onwards who have passed on the method and brought the Buddhist tradition to us.
The symbol of the Buddha brought this faith and these emotions to a single
focus for me, and as a result I found it
a very natural and liberating experience to participate in the devotional
activities performed before the Buddha.
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This could not have happened, however,
unless I had also come to realize that
in gasshoing, prostrating oneself and
chanting before the Buddha a Zen Buddhist is not trying to relate to an external deity or a supernatural historical savior, but is relating himself to
the deeper truth of his own being and
of his world.
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I formally became a member of the Zen
Center before the training program was
over. Fortunately there was an all-day
sitting the day after the program ended, and that proved to be a fitting
conclusion to a memorable four weeks. I
left the Center with my religious faith
strengthened and with a sense of having found some new friends on the Way and
of having been helped in a very concrete manner with my own practice. The
challenge remains of harmonizing everyday living with Zen, and I will be
returning to the Center for the further
intensive training involved in sesshin.
It is my hope that these reflections of an ex-trainee on his initial discovery
of practical Zen will be of some small benefit to a few readers. Of course,
as far as the living truth of Zen itself is concerned it is not some special
thing, feeling or idea which is waiting to be discovered. Rather than going
to look for it as if i t were, one would do better to listen to the honking of
wild geese. I mean really listen!

•
S.R.
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Reflections on the Training Program
It was not until the final moments of the training program that the full impact of this experience struck me. While packing and saying goodbye,feelings
of fondness and gratitude surfaced for my fellow trainees, the staff and the
entire Sangha. And the significance of the last five weeks came into focus.
Something had happened. A change had taken place. Subtle but real. During
the first weeks of the program there had been a constant inner dialogue. A
constant barrage of inner complaining, judgments, requirements, expectations,
idle curiosity and self-pity.
(Please bell ring. My legs are killing me.
What on earth am I doing here? Fifteen more minutes until tea break. The
dishes never seem to stop coming. I may be here washing dishes for the rest
of my life. And then I have to get back to work. Here comes the monitor,
better straighten up. I wonder whether he's had kensho. Etc., etc., etc.)
But I just kept on working in this atmosphere so well designed and charged to
support one's effort to be attentive and concentrated in everything we do.
And towards the end of the program I perceived the beginning of a subtle trans-
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formation. A simplicity. A relative quietness inside of myself. Just doing
whatever I had to do. More often I found myself simply doing whatever was in
front of me quietly, attentively. In zazen there was far less concern about
time. Just sitting. Making my effort, losing it, coming back to, strengthening it. Just doing zazen. And when there was pain, there was simply pain.
It was simply a fact and I lived with it as one lives with rain or sunshine.
When working there was less concern for the next tea break, fatigue or for
the work given (in the sense of liking or disliking it). Just hitting the
nail with the hammer. Very simple. What a good feeling. I was learning how
to be with whatever my life was at each moment with less reaction, less resistance, not always wanting things to be some other way. The idle curiosity,
the flip-flopping of the mind was a bit less active. And when there was inner complaining, etc., it tended to be weaker, distant. It no longer dominated me. I had dropped some of the baggage I had come with. It had been
hard. Uncomfortable. But this minor suffering had helped to precipitate a
20
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finer mind state. It feels good and I am most grateful. The last week, walking into the garage dorm, I stopped short. The picture of The Flying Horse Of
Kansu suddenly sprang to life.
(Or rather my mind was now capable of perceiving the extraordinary vitality expressed in it.) And I knew more clearly why
I was here and wished to remain and continue. There is a real wish to learn
to live with such freedom, economy--forceful yet light, stable yet quick. Unencumbered. Effortless. Living from something deep, real, essential. So to
everyone here who contributes their resources to make such a place possible, a
gesture that I am learning expresses more than words can convey easily - gassho.
M.H.

Impressions from a Training Program
It is probably enough to say that the experience was the most beneficial, the
deepest and most fulfilling of its kind that I have experienced in my life.
In the beginning it felt like a Chinese candy - at the same time sweet, salty,
bitter and sour - impossible to say whether I liked or disliked it. Though
the sensation of bewilderment was gone at the end, to the very last whatever
I gained was beyond liking or disliking, and nevertheless it left in the pit
of my stomach a certainty, a truthfulness, a force that spontaneously gave
birth in me a feeling of overwhelming gratitude.
The program, which for me included a brief training period for leaders of
affiliate groups and a four-day sesshin, was much more than "objective" learning. More, even, than "subjective" absorption of what goes on at the Center,
though both of these processes are valuable and both took place in me. It implied a continuous, a relentless and honest self-examination. Confronted by
my laziness and torpor, by my resistances and pettiness, by my egotism and
inner hypocrisy, but also by unsuspected sources of energy and unexpected capacity to love - to really care and be compassionate - I had to learn·about myself and I had to make an effort. Learning or accepting my surroundings I
learned about myself, and it was only learning about myself - honestly and
truthfully - that I really learned about my surroundings.
To see, to experience, to live and breathe the Buddha's Way, to realize that
it is the only - the only - worthwhile endeavor in a human life, to watch faith
and conviction grow as solid as a rock and yet to observe a new tenderness, a
new flexibility and softness flowing inside, to perceive a Tradition in its
vibrant fullness and not as a piece in a museum of odd antiquities or as a
purely intellectual interest - in other words, to witness the real life and
transcendence of Buddhism - what could be more priceless than this? And yet
I left behind and brought inside my heart so many brothers and sisters, so many
impossibly deep friends, such a source of inspiration from people I only knew
for five weeks and yet felt as if I had known for all time, teachers all and
also companions in the Way. Back to my country and facing the problems, ordeals, significant insignificancies and insignificant significancies of everyday life, at times my heart hurts and longs for what seems a better place, a
happier, healthier, more truthful life. And yet I know that if it's true - as
21

I feel - that I brought back something that not even death will be able to take
away from me, then this very place is the Rochester Zendo, and so will be any
place where I give myself fully and wholeheartedly to my practice of zazen.
M.A.
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The Animal Release Ceremony
M.A.

One of the things that has led many of
us to the practice of Buddhism is the
fact that it concerns itself with all
life, not just human beings. Since the
time of ancient China, and perhaps earlier, one of the forms that this concern has taken is the animal releasing
ceremony. Many old monasteries had
special ponds and tracts of land set
aside for this purpose. Laymen who had
rescued an animal that was bound for
slaughter or similar fate would bring
it to the monastery. There the monks
would perform a special ceremony for
the animals, give them the first five
precepts, and then release them.
Here in America this ceremony probably
has more significance than ever before.
No other culture in the history of the
world has caused so much needless suffering to those in the animal realm.
Millions upon millions of cattle,
sheep, chickens, and fish die painful
deaths each year to supply food for us.
Our hunters have murdered countless
other animals for the sake of "sport,"
and we've dumped tons upon tons of poisons and wastes into the air, water,

and soil of our planet, killing yet
more millions of animals and threatening literally all the rest.
If ever there were a time and a place
for people to reverse this tide and to
try and base their actions on compassion and wisdom, it is here and now.
The animal release ceremony provides us
with one means of doing this. Through
it we are able to identify the positive
force of our practice with the pain of
the animal realm and to provide at
least a small measure of comfort to
those who are suffering in it.
For the time being the animal release
ceremony is held once a year at the
Center's Honeoye land. It's hoped
that in the future, when our country
center is functioning, that it will be
held more often.
This year several days were spent in

preparing for the ceremony. Volunteers, staff members, and trainees cut
trails, cleared fields, and set up a

rustic altar. The grounds were decorated with flowers, grasses, large cloth
fish, and colorful paper birds. Money
donated by Sangha members purchased
ducks, quail, earthworms, minnows, and

crayfish from game farms and bait shops,
When the day of the ceremony arrived
the animals were placed before the
altar in boxes, bags, and tubs. Everyone filed before them to wish them
well, then formed a semi-circle on the
grass in front of the altar. A staff
member gave a short talk on the significance of the ceremony. Then we chanted while the monks made offerings of
incense at the altar. Lastly, the
first five precepts were administered
to the animals, with the members of
the Sangha responding on their behalf.

>

When the ceremony was over, the animals

were carried up to the main pond to be
released. The ducks all gave an indignant quack when they were tossed into
the water. As soon as all of them had
been released they formed a tight formation, swam around in circles a few
times, made a beeline for the shore,
and marched off into the brush. Each
of the quail flew off like a bullet
after being let out of its bag. A comfortable hole was dug for the worms.
The crayfish crawled into the shallows
of the pond and the minnows darted off
to their depths. It was hard to tell who
enjoyed their release more, the animals
themselves or the many children who
attended the ceremony.
After it all was over, most of the people stayed out at the land for a picnic, but for once no one went swimming -

we didn't want to disturb the ducks.

D.M.
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Work
During the summer months the main act-

ivity has centered around the renovation of the Carriage House (future
Buddha Hall) and the construction of a
covered walkway connecting it with the
link of 5-7 Arnold Park. Thanks to the
help of many trainees and weekly Sangha
workdays, both are well on their way to
completion. This fall the finish work
will be continued and a speci~l altar
constructed for the life-size Buddha
that will hopefully arrive. When completed the Buddha Hall will be used for
many activities now held in the zendo:
seminar-workshops, Dharma Dialogues,
ceremonies, and other events.

The Center's house on Meigs Street was
also painted this sununer, the color
matching that of 7 Arnold Park. Still
used as living quarters for staff, the
large house now also serves as the
Sangha Food Co-op, and has become a hub
of community activity among local members.

Founder's Day
On August 17 our first Founder's Day
celebration was held, marking the beginning of the Center's tenth year - a
year which promises to be filled with
many events.

In honor of the occasion

the Roshi reminisced about the birth of
the Center and its early history. Following this a special chanting service
and ceremony was held.
Afterward there was much festivity: a
concert, mime performance, and a guest

appearance of that old bald-headed harmonica player, P.K.
The Roshi wishes to express his gratitude for the many gifts to the Center
on this memorable occasion.

A few days after the celebrations Roshi,
Toni Packer, and Wally Muszynski left
to meet Sokei in Europe for workshops
and sesshin. A full article on the
trip will appear in the next issue of
Zen Bow.
The completion of this project will
mark the end of major construction work
here at Arnold Park, enabling us to

Moving?
Please inform the center promptly of
your new address. Most ZEN BOWS are
not sent 1st Class and so are not forwardable.

concentrate our energies on the devel-

opment of the Honeoye land, for which
this winter will be a time of planning
and gestation.

NewAllar
A new altar (pictured on the front
cover) has recently been constructed
in the dining room/zendo at 7 Arnold
Park. It is recessed into the wall,
providing more space in the room, and
has sliding doors which can be closed
completely for meetings or opened to
varying degrees, depending on how the
room is used. Built of teak and

bl~ck walnut, the altar's main design
feature is a large circle: "symbolic
of the oneness, or indivisibility, of
all life. Nothing can be added to or
subtracted from a circle; in the same
way, a man's true nature is whole and

complete ."
(From THE WHEEL OF DEATH,
by Roshi Philip Kapleau)

~
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Tenth
Anniversary

of

the Zen Center,
Rochester, NY.
I

The Center is now entering its tenth
year of activities. In honor of this,
many special events are planned throughout the coming year, including visits
by leaders from other Buddhist traditions and friends of the Center.
Tangen Roshi, a Oharma heir of Harada
Roshi, is being invited, as well as

representatives from the Tibetan, Korean, and Chinese traditions. There
will be a dedication of the Honeoye
property next spring-summer and many
other as-yet unscheduled events.

